

Singer Monica Lewis
To Star at Prom Rally

By Joan Bergmann

Monica Lewis, screen and recording star, will headline the School-Wide Prom Rally which will be held in the City Center from 12:30-2. Comedian Joey Carrol, a former winner of the Arthur Godfrey Talent Show; members of Theatron; and other School talent will also perform. Miss Lewis will be crowned Queen of City College, and will be presented with a garland donated by Emily Fifth Avenue.

Starring at the Prom, Saturday night, April 18, at the Carnaval Room of the Hotel Capitol, will be Morey Amsterdam, well-known comedian currently appearing at the Paramount Theater. An eight-piece ensemble, the Enoch Light Brigade with male vocalist Loren Becker, will provide music.

Tickets for the affair are on sale at a ninth floor booth for $5 per couple. Pledges are being sold for $100 in an effort to raise funds in order for the Prom to be the largest ever. Entrance to the pledgers must be paid by April 16.

Miss Lewis is currently starring in "The Pleasure Man." She has appeared at the Paramount Theater and will soon depart for a twenty-five tour, including a stop in Las Vegas, Nevada. Her gowns are created and designed by Burton Miller who did the costumes for Theatron's "Good News.

Morey Amsterdam, feature at the Prom, is a 25 year old senior, majoring in education at the Uptown campus of the College.

Decision Made To Take Action On SC's Rights

By Richard Kerner

The suspension of Uptown Student Council's publicity rights by the Department of Student Life was lifted late Friday afternoon when President Buell G. Gallagher, Dean James Peace and SC leaders agreed to hold all previous action in abeyance until the SFSGA could discuss the situation.

The temporary loss of publicity rights was, according to SC, apparently due to reprisals resulting from a calculated, well-organized refusal by SC to file the formal club registration form with the Department of Student Life.

Assistant Dean of Student Life, Alton Lewis, who enacted the publicity sanction, claimed that

Electoral Restrictions Eased

Campaigning during this term's School-wide elections will be less restricted and greater power will be vested in the Disqualifications Committee, under election rules approved Friday by Student Council.

The new regulations are designed to expand the use of campaign material and thereby stimulate student interest in the elections. By strengthening the Disqualifications Committee's power to take action against candidates and their supporters, the rules have been made less lenient.

The new rules will go into effect at the beginning of the election period on April 17, and will remain in effect through the end of the election period.

The new rules are as follows:

1. ---Electoral restrictions will be less restricted and greater power will be vested in the Disqualifications Committee, under election rules approved Friday by Student Council.

2. ---Distribution of campaign material through the mail shall be illegal.

3. ---Campaigning outside the School area shall be illegal. Campaigning shall be defined as any method of furthering a campaign except verbal conversation.

4. ---There shall be no board chalking.

5. ---Candidates for SC executive offices and National Student Association delegates shall be permitted to have one streamer on the ninth floor, subject to approval by the Department of Student Life.

6. ---Candidates, except those for SC executive offices and NSA delegates, shall be permitted to have one sign in the cafeteria as a meeting place.

7. ---Candidates for SC executive offices shall be permitted to hang up all sheets on class room bulletin boards.

8. ---There shall be no limitation to the size or quantity of tugs distributed by candidates. Each tug must have one or more visible means of attachment.

Senior Cops Essay Prize

For Piece on "Freedom"

A 25 year old senior, majoring in journalism at the Uptown Center, was awarded first prize in a nation-wide essay contest for college seniors on "The Meaning of Academic Freedom."

Stanley A. Wolpert, who has been taking 20 credits a semester for the past three years, was presented with a $2500 cash award Wednesday by the National Council of Jewish Women.

Students in approximately 200 colleges submitted essays to the contest, the purpose of which was to stimulate greater understanding and support of the requirements of academic freedom among college students.

By Lenny Mason

In an attempt to reduce overcrowding and alleviate clean-up problems, the Faculty-Student Cafeteria Committee has announced an experimental schedule to start Monday, April 13. Under the new program, the cafeteria will close in ten minutes after the last ten minutes of the 11, 12 and 1 o'clock hours.

The proposed solution to the cafeteria's problem was adopted by the Committee after a study of conditions in the lunchroom. It was based on a plan which has proved successful at Brooklyn College.

The Committee hopes that the system will give the cafeteria an opportunity to clean the lunchroom. This has been seriously handicapped by the overcrowded conditions at the specific hours. The Committee also hopes that the students will stop using the cafeteria as a meeting place.

Cafeteria Schedule

11:20 --- An announcement will be made that all food service will end in ten minutes.

11:30 --- Food service ends. An announcement will be made that the cafeteria will close in ten minutes.

11:40 --- All students leave. The cafeteria is closed while tables and chairs are cleaned and food traps are replenished.

11:55 --- Cafeteria re-opens and service is resumed.

12:20 --- Schedule repeated.

12:30 --- Schedule repeated.

12:45 --- Experimental schedule resumes. Service will not be affected during other times of the day by the experimental schedule.

at that time, the faculty trial, the system will provide a pleasant atmosphere," Professor Edward W. Manimen, chairman of the committee, commented.

Blood Blanks Now Available On 9th Floor

Blood donor applications are available at all times until 1 p.m., or over, at a ninth floor booth and in the Department of Student Life, 921. They can also be obtained from any Student Council or Inter-Club Board representative.

The Red Cross Blood Mobile Unit will be in Lounge C, Friday, April 24, from 9:30 to 1:30, and those students under 21 will have to present parent's consent slips. This semester's goal is 500 pints, 63 more than the 237 pint goal College record set last term. One-half of the blood collected will be donated to the Armed Forces, where it has been in the practice of the past.

The remainder will be stored in the College's Blood Bank which is available free of charge to students, members of the faculty and administration, and their immediate families. Pints donating blood for the me will become members of Club.

Violators to Fight Legality of 903

Richard Austin and Hyman Gold, registrars assistants, announced last week by the Board of Higher Education for Blood Blanks
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suspension

FRIDAY, April 12, 1957

The decision of President Harold Kel- leak to suspend the co-eds on the West Side of the campus of the Alexander Wing has been met with a mixed reaction by Columbia University students. The majority of the students have expressed support for the President's action, while a minority have condemned it as an infringement of their rights. The controversy has been dominated by the issue of Greek organizations, and the question of whether or not they should be allowed to operate on campus.

On the whole, the students have been divided in their opinions. The majority have expressed support for the President's action, while a minority have condemned it as an infringement of their rights. The controversy has been dominated by the issue of Greek organizations, and the question of whether or not they should be allowed to operate on campus.
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Nine to Open Season; Faces Army, Redmen

By Morton Weinstein

City College's quest for its first metropolitan baseball title will get an immediate test when the Lavendermen face defending titlists, St. John's, April 4, at Dexter Park after opening their season a week from tomorrow, against a strong Army nine at West Point.

Beaver Coach Sol Miskin's outfield plans have been upset by the injury of Bruce Field, who has been considered by Miskin to be capable of filling the untried position of centerfield. Either Bruno Dalmuth or Jim Edie, both of whom are experienced, will replace Leon.

Army perennially fields strong teams, and if the Cadets will be out to avenge last year's 6-0 drubbing at the hands of the City College nine, it will be an easy contest for the visiting Miskin, who has upset the title in his nonleague affair, both teams will be out to make a good showings for their respective coaches.

The Redmen are playing for a new coach, Al 'Dusty' DeStefano, at second and short, respectively, for the biggest campaign as St. John's hop mentor by leading his charges to the finals of the NIT. Last year, the St. John's nine compiled a 15-3 record, but was defeated in the first round of NCAA play.

Many of the stars of last year's club have returned, including Miskin's star battery. Chippie Hedges, who hit .425, and Marty Satalino, of baseball fame, and they will be hitting first baseman-outfielder.

Starting on the mound for the Redmen will be a righthander, Dick Eichorn, who turned in seven consecutive league victories last season. As well as 1992 World Series hero, Larry Keller. The catching chores will be handled by Frank Badali and Dick Field.

Ave right-hander, Warren Neu, Belajar, will probably be the right-handed pitcher for the City against St. John's with Jim Cohen behind the plate. The Miskinmen will probably include the outfield trio of Sol Tofoli at center, Frank Krieg and Ben Timberg at the corners.

Enrollment problems will probably not be a factor this year, as the Miskinmen have been hitting first baseman-outfielder.

Coach Leon "Chief" Miller's last-place team will have the distinction of being the first of the spring sports to swing a bat on the field when the season opens with a rugged Alumni aggregation Saturday afternoon at Jewett Stadium.

Although their players are at a higher stage of development than last season, Coach Miller still feels that his squad is too inexperienced to turn in a winning season.

Nevertheless, the "Chief" is confident that his lacrossemen will at least make a major showing than last season, thanks to the fact that the veteran mentor has been holding practice sessions once a week. The entire team will feature a number of former Lavender stars, including All-American George Barron, Sy Kalman, Eddie Steinman, and Teddy Schnoll.

Following the Alumni tilt, the Beavers will play host to Adelphi in their opening intercollegiate clash Saturday, April 4. City will be seeking to avenge a lopsided 22-0 defeat suffered at the hands of the Garden City eleven last year.

In addition to the West Point jaunt, the Beaver nine has made arrangements for various other trips during the remainder of the season.

Runners Off: Or Are They?

With the opening meet of the outdoor track season less than two weeks off, C.C. coach, Assistant Bruce Field, is finding himself hard-pressed to put together a complete team. The draft, graduation, and eligibility problems have all contributed heavily to the personnel situation of the Beavers. Among the missing are such fine performers as Bob Coen, Charles Fields, Joe Marcel and Lou Caccione.

Coach Bruce best summed up the situation when he said, "We elected Bruce Armstrong, Mike Jackson co-captains, but we're not sure they'll have a team to captain."